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Vermeer's Studio

paintings, miniature artist
Captivated by Johannes Vermeer's ability to capture sunlight in his
box. By DebWeissler.
room
latest
Robert Off has captured a moment in Vermeer's life in his
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interpretation ofvermeer's stsdio based upon the artist's various paintings'

Capturing a mood
Nobody really knows what
Johannes Vermeer's studio looked like,
but snatches of that studio appear in
many of his paintings, apparently set in
two small rooms in his home in Delft,
Netherlands. The same furniture and
interior d6cor appear time after time
in many of his provincial domestic
scenes, and to Robert it became clear

that most of Vermeer's scenes were
staged and painted by him in the same
setting, Robert used those same bits and
pieces to create his own vision of what
Vermeer's studio may have looked like.

"More importantly, lwanted to try and
capture the mood of the place by using

the elements of the sunlrght streaming
through the windows;" Robert Points
out. "The small leaded window Panes;
the beamed ceiling and wood moldings;
the complex pattern of the tiled floor;
the texture and detail of the oriental rug;

Sunlight and pigments
Vermeer was a moderately successful
painter during his lifetime, but he
produced such few Paintings;
only thirty-four works attributed to him
are known to exist todaY. Vermeer

and the warmth of a sleePlng dogJ'
Robert has always regarded his one-off
room boxes as 'mood Pleces' or stage
sets and, like a stage set, each carefully

worked slowly and meticulouslY,
frequently using expensive pigments
few artists could afford to buy. ln fact,
no other 17th century artist employed

placed item, colour selection, or lighting
is designed to capture the v ewer's eye
and imagination. As an onlooker, you are

such exorbitantly expensive pigments,
such as lapis lazuli, so early on in their
careers. By adding rich pigments to

drawn into the scene until you become a
part of the drama that's unfolding; in this
case the world of Johannes Vermeer tn
the year 1650

warm earth colours, Vermeer created
a palette that was richer than real life.
He understood Leonardo Da Vinci's

observations that the surface of every

The right side of the room box shows

Robertt use of LEDs to capture the look of

::

sunlight streaming through the windows.
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seen them shortly after completion;
the exception being a painting on the
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right wall that is a reproduction of a
painting done by Peter de Hooch.
Hooch's paintings appeared in some of
Vermeer's own works.
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Optical effects
Of Vermeer's story, the most intriguing
for Robert was thatVermeer may have
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object partakes of the co our of an adjacent
object. This was Vermeer's brilliance.
For Robert, the greatest challenge was
capturing the look of natural sunlight as t

filtered into Vermeer's studio. The light

ng

draws the eyes to the 550 individually
laid floor tiles made to Bobert's exacting

specifications by German artists Rita
and Horst Kruger of Tiny Ceramics.
The pattern is based upon f loor tiles

was created using more than twentY
individually painted LEDs. The sunlrght
casts a diamond filigree of mulllons on
the far wal as it passes through the
triple glass windows. The wood w ndo"vs
and delicate mullions were Jaser cut to

copied from one of Vermeer's paintings.
The Delft vase on the table was
actually created in Delft by IGMA Fellow

Robert's specifications by Scott A essio
in his NewYork snop.The vrevr seefrom the windows is a reproduction of

rllustrate the scale of the box." A door aiar

Vermeer's painting of the city of De ft n
'1650. The room is f urnrshed modestly,
in keeping with a man of modest means,
and it's that Jnclutlereo sce^e 1'at

Henny Staring-Egberts. For Bobert,
each item tells a story. "I included the
yellow tulip in one of the photographs to
hints at more Tooms just beyond. Robert
loves creating spaces within spaces;
delightful little nooks and crannies that
help draw you tnward. In one such
adjacent nook are reproductions of
Vermeer's paintings as one might have
:ililri$€;n

used a mechanical optical device to
create his scenes. Robert explains his
research into this possibilitY:

"lt has been theorized thatVermeer
used a mechanical optical device known
as a camera obscura, a device similar
to a pin-hole camera with a projector
lens, to assist him in creating the
correct perspective of the scene. lt is
also interesting to note that Antonie
van Leeuwenhoek, the man who is
credited with the development of the
first microscope, would have developed
similar lens technology that would have
also been used in a camera obscura.
He also lived in Delft at the same

time Vermeer did. They were both
accomplished individuals and lived very
near other. I think one could reasonably
assume that they knew each otheri'F
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The le{t side of the room box contains an alcove where Vermeer's well-known painting Girl with a Pearl Eorring is on display.
-=.....@r.

1l\4{,a.Looms are high Iy
-+OOitdo,
limiting visual
information to essentials,
thus highlighting each
and implying the rest.
I create mood through
space, com posit+gnl.=,
and lighti' Robert.
Therefore, on the left side of the room
box Robert has created his own version of
a camera obscura.
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had complete artistic

license in its design as nobody has the

Editing for success

wildest idea of what the actual camera

ln just 12" x 12" x 12" Robert has
managed to capture the life of one

may have looked like, assr,n-ing o.e was
ever used by Vermeeri' he exp ains.
Lrke all of Robert's previous 'oo^r
boxes, his work begins with a blank
sheet of paper, numerous mathematica
calculat ons, s<erches, and sca e

drawings. "The thinking and vrs on stufl
actually takes longer than the hands-on
construction j' Robert admits. Starting from

the rea of the box and moving forward,
he creates many of the wail components
outside the box {or instaliation later.
Each srep is time-consumirg, requ r rg
infinite patience and forethought before
moving on to the next. But in the end it all
pays off as Robert completes yet another
brilliant vignette.
wir';w.doiishouseandmi*iatufescene.co.L

of the most be oved artists of the
time. Vermeer's works often appear in
mrniature scenes worldwide; his rich
textures and co ours adding beauty to
both grand and modest scenes alike. @
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lnformation
Robert's latest book featuring his room
boxes is available through IBOOKS on
Apple for $9.99.
&* https://itu nes.apple.com/us/book/
id1341761839

